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SATURDAY

TODAY

80º | 68º

A shower and
thunderstorm

84º | 71º

Humid with a
thunderstorm

SUNDAY

87º | 70º

An afternoon
t-storm; humid

MONDAY

88º | 72º

An afternoon
thunderstorm

TUESDAY

89º | 73º

An afternoon
thunderstorm

WEDNESDAY

90º | 75º

An afternoon
t-storm; humid

THURSDAY

91º | 70º

Mostly cloudy
and hot

Source: accuweather.com
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Protesters gather two days after the US Supreme Court released a decision on Dobbs v Jackson Women's Health Organization, striking down the right to abortion. (Photo by Apu
Gomes/AFP via Getty Images)

Protests spread across the US after the Supreme
Court overturns the constitutional right to abortion
BY KELLY MCCLEARY AND
HOLLY YAN, CNN

A

bortion rights activists across
the country are sending a clear
message after the overturn of
Roe v. Wade: They're not backing down.
From Minnesota to California to Florida,
more than a dozen protests were planned
Monday to denounce the Supreme Court's
decision to eliminate the nearly 50-year-old
federal constitutional right to have an abortion.
The fallout was swift: At least 10 states
have effectively banned abortion since Friday's ruling. And 26 states have laws indicating they could outlaw or set extreme limits
on abortions, according to the Guttmacher
Institute, a research organization that supports abortion rights.
Activists on both sides of the debate rallied in jubilation or devastation.
"Old men, stop telling me what to do with

my body," read one protester's sign in Washington, DC.
"People's bodies are more regulated than
guns," read another protester's sign in Atlanta.
Outside the Supreme Court, an elated Valentina Aaron held up a sign with an image of
a fetus. "Forceps off my body," the sign read.
"It's incredibly exciting," Aaron said about
the historic ruling. "If I was a baby in a womb,
I would want someone to stand up for me."
But nearby, abortion rights supporter Joseph Little held a sign saying, "Forced birth
is enslavement."
"Making people give birth is enslavement,"
Little told CNN. "When you tell people that
they no longer have a voice in their own personal matters, that's enslavement. It's oppression. And the Bible clearly says that we
need to correct oppression."
The demonstrations for and against the
ruling have been largely peaceful, but a few
arrests have been reported.

In Los Angeles, police intervened Saturday when protesters tried to march onto the
US 101 freeway. Officers pushed protesters
and struck at least one person with batons,
video from the scene shows.
"Full House" actress Jodi Sweetin was
pushed to the ground by an officer, video
from the incident also shows. Sweetin got up
and kept protesting, leading a chant of "No
justice, no peace," according to photojournalist and witness Michael Ade. Los Angeles
police are aware of the video and the "force
used will be evaluated against the LAPD's
policy and procedure," the agency said in a
statement.
In New York, at least 20 people were taken
into custody with charges pending, police
said.
In Greenville, South Carolina, at least six
people were arrested at a rally Saturday, officials said. The rally included people protesting and supporting the Supreme Court
ruling.

In Washington, DC, two people were arrested Saturday after they were accused of
"throwing paint over the fence by the US Supreme Court," US Capitol Police tweeted.
In Phoenix, about 1,200 people attended
an abortion rights rally Saturday, the Arizona Department of Public Safety said. Four
people were arrested late in the day after a
fence around the House and Senate Plaza
was torn down, the agency said.
In Lynchburg, Virginia, police are investigating the vandalism at a pregnancy center.
The words, "If abortion ain't safe you ain't
safe" were spray-painted near the entrance
of the Blue Ridge Pregnancy Center, photos
from police show. Security camera footage
shows "four masked individuals committing
the acts," police said in a news release.
The facility did not immediately respond
to CNN's request for comment. On Friday,
the center shared its support of the Supreme
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Cassidy Hutchinson, who was a White House aide during the Trump administration, is sworn
in during the U.S. House Select Committee’s investigation of the January 6 Attack on the U.S.
Capitol (Evelyn Hockstein/Reuters).

BY JAKE TAPPER AND ANNIE GRAYER,
CNN
(CNN) -- Cassidy Hutchinson, an aide to
former Trump White House chief of staff Mark
Meadows, released a new statement Wednesday provided exclusively to CNN standing by
her blockbuster testimony revealed in a hearing with the House select committee investigating January 6, in light of some pushback on
her testimony.
"Ms. Hutchinson stands by all of the testimony she provided yesterday, under oath, to
the Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol,"
Hutchinson's counsel Jody Hunt and William
Jordan said in the statement.
Hutchinson testified for nearly two hours
on Tuesday as well as giving recorded depositions in advance of the hearing, where she
vividly described her experience at the White
House close to Meadows and then-President
Donald Trump during the days leading up to
and including the Capitol Hill riot. Hutchinson
described how Trump and Meadows had been
repeatedly warned in advance and on the day
of the attack about the possibility of violence
including from armed individuals at the rally.
While officials with the Secret Service as well
as close to Trump have not disputed the overall characterization of Hutchinson's testimony,
some are rebutting specific claims and descriptions.
Unlike Hutchinson's testimony, the limited
denials were not made under oath.
Hutchinson testified she had been told that
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when Trump was informed by security that he
would not be going to the Capitol on January 6,
2021, he lunged to the front of his vehicle and
tried to turn the wheel with one hand while
using his other hand to "lunge" at Robert Engel, the Secret Service agent in charge that day.
Hutchinson testified that she had been told
this story by Tony Ornato, then-White House
deputy chief of staff, and that Engel had been
there as the story was told.
After the hearing, a Secret Service official
familiar with the matter told CNN that Ornato
denies telling Hutchinson that the former President grabbed the steering wheel or an agent on
his detail.
Ornato is known to have a strong relationship with Trump and his team, having been
granted an unusual waiver to suspend his time
on the US Secret Service to serve as Trump's
deputy White House chief of staff.
Engel had previously testified before the
committee and described the interactions with
Trump on January 6, including the former
President's desire to travel to the Capitol, but
Engel was not asked about an altercation or being assaulted, the official said.
The Secret Service, through the Department
of Homeland Security Office of Legislative
Affairs, notified the committee Tuesday afternoon that it will make the agents involved
available to testify under oath, the official said,
and that the agents are prepared to say under
oath that the incident Hutchinson described
did not occur.
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Dr. Andrea Brown, CenterWell Morrow
• She completed her residency at LSU Medical Center Dept.
of Obstetrics & Gynecology and Baton Rouge General
Family Medicine
• Board certified in Family Medicine with 26 years
of experience
• She listens to her senior patients and addresses
their concerns

Call now to schedule a tour

470-444-0654

SeniorFocusedAtlanta.com
Monday - Friday, 8am - 5pm

Visit our Morrow center located at 1821
Mount Zion Rd., plus 5 other locations
throughout Atlanta.

Plans accepted

We accept Aetna, Cigna, Humana and Wellcare
Medicare Advantage plans.
Follow us @CenterWellPrimaryCare to learn about
activities and events
CenterWellTM does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age,
disability or sex. ATENCIÓN: Si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos
de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-877-320-2188 (TTY: 711). 注意：如果您使用繁體中
文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電 1-877-320-2188 (TTY: 711). GCHLKSZEN
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How the Big Peach became the
LGBTQ+ capital of the South
BY TONI ODEJIMI

T

he story of Atlanta becoming the “LGBTQ+
capital of the South”
doesn’t start with gay
couples partying at
their marriage reception in 2015.
The story doesn’t even start in a
Greenwich Village bar in 1969. No.
This story starts in 1946.
The word “homosexual” was
first placed in the Bible in 1946. Researchers agree that its use was inaccurate, as it was used in place of a
Greek word that roughly translates
as “sexual pervert.” The word, Arsenokoitai, could originally be found
in 1st Corinthians 6:9, and was often
used to support why the “wicked”
wouldn’t inherit God’s kingdom.
Here’s the thing.
The Revised Standard Book Committee, a bible committee, voted on
the use of the term “homosexual”
as an adequate replacement for
“Arsenkoitai.” The correct versions
were available to them during the
voting process. Luther Weigle, head
of the committee, later acknowledged the mistranslation in a letter
to a gay Christain. Experts Kathy
Baldock and Ed Oxford uncovered
this fact after the mistranslation
had been hidden for years.
This led to the word homosexual being placed in many versions
of the Bible. This disinformation
spread into some evangelical sects
of Christianity.
And it’s continued to stay there
ever since.
The Human Rights Campaign
found that 77% of Black LGBTQ+
people surveyed heard homophobic statements about the community from family. Only 19% of Black
LGBTQ+ people found that they
could be themselves at home. Homophobia within the Black community isn’t new. From DaBaby to
the Boondocks, homophobia has
been present within some of the

Employees from a national company supporting LGBTQ rights march
during the city's annual Gay Pride parade on Sunday, Oct. 13, 2019, in
Atlanta. (AP Photo/Robin Rayne)
media surrounding Black people.
Wait.
Atlanta’s
evangelical
churches have been nose deep
into the city’s politics, not to mention Atlanta’s location in the deep
South, where conservative Christianity is ever-present. So, how did
Atlanta become a hub for Black
LGBTQ+ people?
In 1971, the Georgia Gay Alliance marched down Peachtree
Street to Piedmont Park, the first
Pride march. This one stride down
Peachtree started a bit of a movement for LGBTQ+ advocacy in Atlanta.
June 26, 1976 was the day Maynard Jackson, Atlanta mayor at the
time, proclaimed Gay Pride Day.
There was much pushback. Though
Jackson backtracked and named it
“Human Rights Day” the following
year, he continued to help the community during his term.
But it wasn’t until 1979 that Black
LGBTQ+ members would carve out
a safe space for themselves. The
Gay Atlanta Minority Association
was created to discuss the issues of

racism within the LGBTQ+ community.
Stonewall, an LGBTQ+ organization, reported that 61% of Black
people experienced discrimination
within their LGBTQ+ sectors. Online and in-person, Black LGBTQ+
members have experienced the
intersection of dealing with homophobia and racism.
Especially in the South.
The marches at Peachtree Street
continued into the ‘80s as gay rights
committees, like the Greater Atlanta Political Awareness Coalition
(GAPAC), were being formed. However, in 1986, the Supreme Court
backed up a Georgian law against
gay people, calling it constitutional.
It wouldn’t be until 1996 that
Black people would again create
spaces to advocate for their unique
experiences. A quaint picnic hosted
by gay and lesbian friends on Labor
Day weekend would grow into an
event unique to Atlanta. This one
garden party spawned a non-profit
organization: Atlanta Black Pride.
Its focus is to advocate for Black

LGBTQ+ people in Atlanta. To this
day, the organization hosts Pride
celebrations on Labor Day.
At this point in the story, Atlanta stood out for its population of
LGBTQ+ members. In 2000, Atlanta became Georgia’s first city to
exclude business owners from discriminating based on sexuality and
gender.
But a hub for gay people doesn’t
mean a safe space for gay people.
Like Stonewall, Atlanta officers
raided the Atlanta Eagle, a gay bar
in Midtown in 2009. Slurs were
thrown, and patrons were ordered
to the floor. In the end, officers arrested eight people. The charges
were dropped shortly after, but only
six of the 24 participating officers
were fired.
This didn’t cause Atlanta to be
dethroned from its “Black Gay
Mecca” title. The Pride celebration
that is usually hosted during June
in most cities was pushed back to
October in 2010. And stayed there.
This was an element that made it
different from other areas.
Southern Fried Queer Pride, an
organization focused on uplifting Black and indigenous people
through art, was launched in 2014.
With the news of gay marriage being legal in 2015, some gay Atlantans finally were able to get married
in the state that they’d grown up in.
And now, the city of Atlanta has
dubbed itself the “LGBTQ+ capital
of the South” on its website. Gay
flags wave in the wind at certain
bars. Dancers in extravagant outfits
are seen at Pride parades.
It’s not like all homophobia is
eradicated. Homophobic protestors
still march down the streets. Black
parents still chide their children for
their sexuality. But Atlanta’s been
a cornerstone in an otherwise conservative South for Black LGBTQ+
people to feel a little safer.
And feel a little safer they shall.
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Georgia’s Abortion Rights: Where do the Democrats go from here?
BY ITORO UMONTUEN

F

ollowing the Dobbs vs.
Jackson Whole Women’s Health decision was
handed down Friday
morning by the United
States Supreme Court, a patchwork
of bans across the nation sprouted
as the legality of abortion rested on
the states after the reversal of Roe v.
Wade. Currently, the State of Georgia is awaiting the decision by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 11th
Circuit on allowing the Heartbeat
Bill to go into effect.
Georgia Democratic gubernatorial candidate Stacey Abrams called
for legislation to make Roe the law
of the land during her appearance
on CNN’s “State of the Union” Sunday morning.
“In Georgia in particular, in a
matter of days, this six-week ban
will be the law of the land. That is
horrendous. That is appalling. And
it is wrong. And, as the next governor, I’m going to do everything
in my power to reverse it,” Abrams
said Sunday.
Monday, the Democratic Party
of Georgia discussed how it would
move forward.
Democratic candidate for Attorney General Jen Jordan pledged
she would fight the abortion law,
citing the state’s explicit and stringent privacy laws. In 1903, Georgia
became the first state to recognize
a common law right of privacy, including the appropriation branch
of that tort. It also recognizes a
common law right of publicity.
“There is absolutely a viable path
in terms of challenging the law under the Georgia constitution,” Jordan explained. “And quite frankly,
that’s basically what the Supreme
Court has said that we need to do.
But really, this is about state law.
This is about the state constitution
and it’s about the voters in the state
of Georgia and putting it in their
hands.”
Shortly after the Dobbs decision,
Attorney General Chris Carr issued
a statement requesting the 11th Circuit to allow the bill to become law:
“I believe in the dignity, value
and worth of every human being,
both born and unborn. The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Dobbs is
constitutionally correct and rightfully returns the issue of abortion
to the states and to the people –
where it belongs.
“We have just filed a notice in the
11th Circuit requesting it reverse
the District Court’s decision and

Nea Walker hangs a sign on the fence in front of the Georgia State Capitol while protesting the overturning of Roe v. Wade on Sunday, June 26, 2022.
(AP Photo/Ben Gray)

allow Georgia’s Heartbeat Law to
take effect.”
Currently, abortion is legal in
Georgia up to twenty weeks. When
House Bill 481 was passed in 2019, it
would ban abortion after six weeks,
which is generally when heartbeat
activity is detectable. The legislation also defines “personhood.” According to lines 43-45:
“Modern medical science, not
available decades ago, demonstrates that unborn children are a

class of living, distinct persons and
more expansive state recognition of
unborn children as persons did not
exist when Planned Parenthood v.
Casey (1992) and Roe v. Wade (1973)
established abortion related precedents;”
“The first step is making sure
that women get the care that they
need today, whether that is right
here in the state of Georgia, where
abortion is still available, or whether that is helping them find where

they can go to find out where care
is available,” said U.S. Representative and Democratic Party Chair of
Georgia, Nikema Williams.
Representative Williams says her
goal is to make sure that women get
care when they need it.
“Because what we know is no two
pregnancies are the same,” Williams explained. “And there’s no
one size fits all model. And so women need to be able to get the care
that they need when they need it.

A small group gathers at the steps of the Georgia State Capitol protesting the overturning of Roe v. Wade on
Sunday, June 26, 2022. (AP Photo/Ben Gray)

And also one in four women by the
age of 45 will seek abortion care.
That’s not one in four Republican
women, not one in four Democratic
women. That’s one in four women.
And so we know that access needs
to be available, and women need
to be able to get the care that they
need, or people will die. And so
that’s why we’re continuing to not
just look at this as a voting mechanism.”
Monday morning, a Louisiana
judge temporarily blocked the
state’s abortion ban, pending a July
8th hearing in a New Orleans civil
district court.
Meanwhile, Jordan says the voting mechanisms are important
because the authors of Georgia’s
Heartbeat Bill are currently legislators inside the State Capitol.
“This is really about state elections right now,” Jordan said. “That
is where the battle is. So while there
there are things on the federal level
that we’re dealing with and trying
to push as [Congresswoman Williams] said, at the end of the day,
the Supreme Court has sent it back
home to us. And so if people are
outraged, if people are scared and
people want something different,
then they have to vote. We have no
other avenue except for people getting out voting and changing the
people that are in these offices. Because quite frankly, the people that
are in these offices are why we’re
here in the first place.”
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988 mental health hotline to launch next month
BY CHRISTINA NORRIS
988 will be the new three-digit dialing code that will route callers to The
National Suicide Prevention Pipeline. According to an article from The
Pipeline, people in emotional distress
or dealing with a suicidal crisis can
use 988 to call or text trained counselors who are a part of the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline Network.
According to the Centers For Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
suicide is a leading cause of death in
the United States. In 2020, suicide
was the second leading cause of death
for people ages 10-14 and 25-34. People of any age, race, ethnicity or sex
can find themselves having thoughts
of suicide. However, veterans, people in rural areas, minority groups,
middle-aged adults, and tribal populations can experience factors linked
to suicide on disproportionate levels.
People who have experienced particularly violent episodes also have a
higher suicide risk.
Since its foundation, The National Suicide Prevention Pipeline has
supported people in times of crisis.

U.S. communications regulators are requiring that phone companies allow people to text as well as call a new
“988” number for the suicide-prevention hotline. The Federal Communications Commission last summer voted
to require phone companies support the 988 number for people to call to reach an existing suicide-prevention
hotline. (AP Photo/Jenny Kane, File)
The Pipeline has received over 20
million calls from people in distress
looking for support. It currently has a
network of over 180 centers in all 50
states. Studies of lifeline calls show
that most callers are less likely to feel
depressed, suicidal, overwhelmed,
and more hopeful after speaking with

a lifeline counselor.
In October 2020, Congress signed
The National Suicide Designation Act
of 2020 into law. This law is a result
of activism from the mental health
community calling for an easy-to-remember lifeline number.
According to the National Suicide

Designation Act of 2020:
(1) According to the American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention,
on average, there are
129 suicides per day in The United
States.
(2) To prevent future suicides, it is
critical to transition the cumbersome,

existing 10-digit
National Suicide Hotline to a universal, easy-to-remember, 3-digit
phone number and
connect people in crisis with
life-saving resources.
(3) It is essential that people in the
United States have access to a 3-digit
national
suicide hotline across all geographic locations.
(4) The designated suicide hotline
number will need to be both familiar
and recognizable
to all people in the United States.
The suicide prevention lifelines
are also looking to hire new volunteers and employees. Representatives
from the National Suicide Prevention
Pipeline have stated that the organization is looking for caring people
who would like to help those involved
in life crisis.
The dialing code will be available
to everyone in the United States on
July 16. Until then, the current lifeline
number (1-800-273-8255) is still open
to the public and will remain available after July 16.
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How the overturning of Roe v. Wade could affect Georgia’s maternal mortality rate
BY CHRISTINA NORRIS

T

he Supreme Court has voted to
overturn Roe v. Wade, revoking
citizens’ constitutional right to
obtain an abortion. Justice Samuel Alito made a statement on
the legality of abortion, as it pertains to constitiutional governance.
“The Constitution does not confer a right to
abortion, Roe and Casey are overruled and the
authority to regulate abortion is returned to
the people and their elected representatives.
Like the infamous decision in Plessy v. Ferguson, Roe was also egregiously wrong and on a
collision course with the Constitution from the
day it was decided.”
This means that individual states now have
the power to ban or place restrictions on the
procedure. In the state of Georgia, abortion
is still legal until 20 weeks after fertilization.
However, Georgia’s “Heartbeat Bill,” which
would ban abortions after a heartbeat is detected, could potentially go into effect.
According to a research article on pregnancy-related deaths written by sociologist Amanda Stevenson, banning abortion nationwide
could increase the maternal mortality rate.
“In the first year in which all wanted induced
abortions in the United States are denied, the
estimated annual number of pregnancy-related deaths would increase from 675 to 724 (49

People gather in front of the Georgia State Capital in Atlanta, Friday, June 24, 2022, to protest
the Supreme Court decision striking down Roe v. Wade (AP Photo/Ben Gray)

additional deaths, representing a 7% increase),
and in subsequent years to 815 (140 additional deaths, for a 21% increase),” said Stevenson.
“Non-Hispanic Black people would experience
the greatest increase in pregnancy-related
deaths: a 12% increase in the first year, and a
33% increase in subsequent years. Hispanic
people would experience the next greatest increase in mortality: 6% and 18% increases in
the first and subsequent years, respectively.
Overall, estimated pregnancy-related deaths
would increase for the total population by 7%
in the first year of a ban and by 21% in subse-

quent years.”
As of 2022, Georgia is ranked second highest in maternal mortality, with a rate of 48.4
per 100,000. This is due to the shocking disparity in health services for pregnant people
in Georgia. Out of the 159 counties that are in
Georgia, roughly ninety-three of them do not
have hospitals that cater to childbirth. Several
Georgians living in rural areas have to drive
for hours to receive the care they need during
their pregnancies. This is an issue especially
for families with lower incomes who are less
likely to have access to transportation.

On top of that, minorities are more likely to
be affected by maternal mortality. According to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), Black women are most likely to have
pregnancy related deaths, followed by Native
Americnas, and then Asian women. Further,
Black women have often been neglected and
ignored by OBGYNs during their pregnancies.
Minority groups also face the most poverty, so
they are more likely to face the transportation
issues that come with seeing an OBGYN in
Georgia.
To combat this, government officials and
health departments have made an effort to
lower Georgia’s maternal mortality rate. Last
year, United States senators Marco Rubio and
Raphael Warnock introduced the Improving
Coordination For Healthy Moms Act, to improve maternal health in the U.S. The Georgia Maternal Mortality Review Committee
(MMRC) also studies maternal deaths to determine why they happen, and in turn, how to
reduce them.
The CDC’s Hear Her Campaign also seeks to
raise awareness of urgent maternal warnings
during and after pregnancy. The goal of the
campaign is to encourage pregnant women to
voice their concerns, and for those women to
gain support systems that provide them with
healthcare. The campaign emphasizes the
importance of talking to a healthcare provider
whenever maternal warning signs surface.
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Court decision on Facebook, writing: "Rejoicing with an overwhelmed heart of gratitude for the life affirming decisions that were
made today."
States ban abortion as others move to
protect access
The Supreme Court ruling allowed states to
immediately begin setting their own abortion
policy, leaving people across the country with
varying levels of access.
Some states now have outright bans on abortions, with varying exceptions or none at all.
They include Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Utah and Wisconsin.
States with abortion bans that are expected
to take effect in the coming days and weeks
include Wyoming, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Idaho.
In Arizona, abortion providers started canceling appointments immediately after Friday's
ruling. The state Senate Republican Caucus issued a memo demanding the state immediately
enforce a pre-Roe law that bans most abortions
unless the procedure is necessary to save the
life of a mother.
Meanwhile, some Democratic governors are
trying to protect access to abortion.
In Wisconsin, Gov. Tony Evers said he'd fight
"with every power we have" after his Republican-controlled state legislature declined to
repeal the state's 1849 law banning abortion,
which is taking effect again following the Supreme Court ruling.
In California, Gov. Gavin Newsom signed a
law Friday protecting non-California residents

People gather in Downtown Atlanta on Friday, June 24, 2022, to protest the Supreme
Court's decision to overturn Roe v. Wade. (AP Photo/Ben Gray)
seeking reproductive health care in the state. It
also protects anyone performing, assisting or
receiving an abortion in the state from any potential civil action originating outside the state.
Gov. Tim Walz of Minnesota issued an executive order Saturday providing similar protections. "Our administration is doing everything
we can to protect individuals' right to make
their own health care decisions," Walz said in a
statement.
In Washington, Gov. Jay Inslee promised
to create a "sanctuary state" for reproductive

SUPPORT LOCAL
JOURNALISM JOBS

choice for people across the country via an upcoming executive order. The order will direct
state police not to comply with extradition efforts from other states seeking to penalize those
who travel to Washington to get an abortion.
Inslee did not specify when the executive order
will be issued or when it will take effect.
The post-Roe legal battles have started
Shortly after Utah banned most abortions,
Planned Parenthood filed a lawsuit claiming
the newly enacted law violates civil liberties
guaranteed in the state's constitution -- includ-

ing the right to determine family composition
and equal protection.
In the lawsuit, Planned Parenthood said the
law will have a disparate impact on women as
opposed to men and violates the right to bodily
integrity, involuntary servitude, as well as the
right to privacy.
The suit names the governor and the attorney general among the defendants.
A judge on Monday evening granted a restraining order for 14 days, blocking the ban and
allowing abortion services to resume.
Gov. Spencer Cox's office did not immediately respond to CNN's request Saturday for comment on the lawsuit nor the restraining order.
Attorney General Sean Reyes' office told CNN it
had no comment on the lawsuit.
Under the ban, performing an abortion in
Utah would be a second-degree felony in almost all cases, according to the lawsuit. Utah's
law allows for abortion if the mother's health
is in danger, there are uniformly diagnosable
health conditions detected in the fetus or when
the mother's pregnancy is the result of rape or
incest.
"When the Act took effect, PPAU (Plaintiff Planned Parenthood Association of Utah)
and its staff were forced to immediately stop
performing abortions in Utah beyond those
few that are permitted by the Act," the lawsuit
reads. "If relief is granted in this case, PPAU's
health centers would resume providing abortions that would not qualify for any of the Act's
exceptions."
After the restraining order was granted, the
organization said the decision was a win but
"only the first step in what will undoubtedly be
a long and difficult fight. Planned Parenthood
will always stand alongside our patients and
providers -- no matter what."
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Ketanji Brown Jackson to join a Supreme Court in turmoil
BY ARIANE DE VOGUE,
CNN SUPREME COURT
REPORTER
(CNN) -- Judge Ketanji
Brown Jackson is set to join
the Supreme Court on Thursday, making history as the
first female African-American justice and beginning
what could be a decades-long
tenure.
But as she starts her job, the
court is in turmoil.
The country is reeling
from the aftereffects of the
most consequential term in
decades, where the majority upended a half century of
law on abortion by reversing
Roe v. Wade and expanded
gun rights for the first time in
more than a decade.
The justices work to maintain civility in public, but this
term's opinions revealed an
underbelly of rage. Not only
were the justices attacking
the reasoning of their opponents in the case at hand,
but they renewed grievances
aired in previous opinions.
Things will not calm down
anytime soon. New challenges related to women's
reproductive health, the Second Amendment and even
same-sex marriage are likely
to swirl in state and federal
courts across the country. Related disputes will make their
way back to the high court in
some form, greeting the nine
justices who are irretrievably
divided on many social issues.
After her confirmation, in
a stirring speech in the South
Lawn in April, Jackson noted
that in her family "it took just
one generation to go from
segregation to the Supreme
Court of the United States."
"It is an honor of a lifetime,"
she said, "to have this chance
to join the court, to promote
the rule of law at the highest
level, and to do my part to
carry out shared project of
democracy and equal justice
under law forward, into the
future."
Jackson will be sworn in
Thursday at noon ET at the
Supreme Court.
She will receive the required two oaths. First, Chief
Justice John Roberts will ad-

minister the constitutional
oath, and then Justice Stephen Breyer, whom Jackson
is succeeding, will administer
the judicial oath, in a ceremony in the West Conference
Room before a small gathering of Jackson's family.
Those who know Jackson
say her time serving on the
lower courts has prepared her
for the high court and a divided multi-member body. They
believe her fractious confirmation hearings where Republicans accused her of being soft on child porn crimes
opened her eyes to the depth
of division in the country at a
fraught moment in history.
"She has reached the apex
of her profession, but she is
walking into a role in which
it is not clear that she will
have much influence, joining
co-workers who clearly have
deteriorating relationships,"
said one friend who asked for
anonymity.
Next term will be dramatic

Although summers are
usually a time for the justices
to flee Washington, the next
term starts in three short
months, and there are momentous cases on the docket.
On the very first day of the
term, Jackson will take the
seat reserved for the court's
junior-most justice and hear a
case that could limit the federal government's jurisdiction over wetlands protected
under the Clean Water Act.
The next day, they will hear
a redistricting case out of Alabama and explore the contours of a key provision of the
Voting Rights Act that bars
voting practices that discriminate on the basis of race.
Liberals will remember the
words of the late Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg in 2013, when
the court gutted a separate
provision of the Voting Rights
Act which led to the "Notorious RBG" nickname. Back
then, Ginsburg wrote that
throwing out the protection
was akin to "throwing away
your umbrella in a rainstorm
because you are not getting
wet."
Still unscheduled are two
affirmative action cases chal-

Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson, right, is set to join the Supreme Court on June 30, making history as the first female African-American justice and beginning what could be a decades-long
tenure. But as she starts her job, the court is in turmoil.

lenging admissions policies at
Harvard and the University of
North Carolina. Presumably
because of her time serving
on Harvard's board of overseers, Jackson said during her
confirmation hearing that she
would recuse herself from the
Harvard dispute. She still can,
however, rule on the North
Carolina challenge.
The court will also deal
with a case concerning a web
designer who won't work with
same-sex couples out of an
objection to same-sex marriage. It's a follow-on to a dispute in 2018 when the court
sided with a Colorado baker
who refused to make a cake
for a same-sex wedding. The
ultimate opinion in that case
was carefully tailored to the
dispute at hand and did not
have broad nationwide implications. The new case could
have a more sweeping result.
All this will play out as the
court continues to try to determine who leaked a draft
opinion of this term's abortion case a month before its
official release. The move
triggered paranoia on the
high court by shattering its
norms and caused the justices to question who among
them or their clerks attempted to undermine the court's
legitimacy.
Jackson was chosen by
President Joe Biden not only
for her sterling Ivy League
credentials but for her diver-

sity of experience, including
time served as an assistant
federal public defender, a
commissioner on the US Sentencing Commission, a lawyer in private practice, and
two stints on prestigious federal courts. She is the court's
first African-American woman, and will join Justice Amy
Coney Barrett as the only
other mother of school-age
children. Jackson hails from
Florida, originally where her
own mother served as public
school teacher and her father
was a teacher who graduated
from law school as an adult
and later became chief counsel to the Miami Dade County
School Board.
"It is a powerful thing when
people can see themselves in
others," Biden said after Jackson was confirmed, saying
that belief was "one of the reasons I believe so strongly that
we needed a court that looks
like America."
Biden said Jackson endured "verbal abuse" during
her Senate confirmation
hearings, and praised her for
her "poise and composure" in
the face of the attacks from
Republicans.
"The anger, the constant
interruptions, the most vile,
baseless assertions and accusations. In the face of it all,
Judge Jackson showed the
incredible character and integrity she possesses. Poise.
Poise and composure. Pa-

tience and restraint. And yes,
perseverance, and even joy,"
Biden said.
Joining the liberal wing

The two other liberal justices, Elena Kagan, and Sonia Sotomayor -- licking their
wounds after a term marked
by bombastic exchanges in
several opinions -- are likely
looking forward to some fresh
energy and new perspective
even if they are losing Breyer,
their friend, who also brought
with him years of experience
and hard-won friendships
with some of the conservatives.
Jackson (like Kagan, Barrett, Roberts, Neil Gorsuch
and Brett Kavanaugh) joins
the bench with a familiarity
of how the court functions,
having served as a clerk in
1999 for Breyer. But every
time a new justice takes her
seat, it changes the dynamic
of the entire court.
Jackson will settle in
among the liberals, taking
direction at times from Sotomayor who -- because of her
seniority -- now has the assignment power when the liberals are in dissent. They will
strategize together on how to
combat a conservative majority in the cases that divide
them along ideological lines.
This term, it was Breyer, as the
senior liberal, who presumably decided that they would
pen a joint dissent rather than

an individual dissent joined
by the others when the conservatives overturned Roe v.
Wade. Such a show of force is
unusual and underlined the
gravity of the case.
Each justice brings her own
style to the bench. Kagan,
for example, often looks for a
way to minimize conservative
gains, seeking narrow areas
of consensus. Sotomayor, on
the other hand, writes for the
rafters, hoping her dissents
will someday become majority opinions. On the lower
courts, Jackson was known
for lengthy and meticulous
opinions and had a reputation as a solid progressive.
But it will take years to determine where exactly she
sits on the grand scale.
As for the five members of
the right-wing of the court,
they sent a clear message this
term that they are prepared
to continue the court's move
to the right at a rapid pace,
eschewing precedent where
necessary. The abortion case
showcased the fact that they
do not need Roberts' vote, nor
his preference for incrementalism. They have taken the
reins from the chief and are
charting their own course.
"Justice Jackson will join
a court that represents, with
its conservative majority and
more liberal dissenters, two
starkly different visions of
America and its Constitution," said Elizabeth Wydra,
President of the liberal Constitutional
Accountability
Center.
"She will likely have no illusions about being immediately able to write majority opinions vindicating equal rights
or furthering liberty in a way
that allows all people and diverse communities to thrive,"
Wydra said.
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On a Texas road called 'the mouth of the wolf,' a semitruck
packed with migrants was abandoned in the sweltering heat
BY RAY SANCHEZ, NICOLE CHAVEZ
AND PRISCILLA ALVAREZ, CNN
(CNN) -- A distant cry led a worker Monday evening to a tractor-trailer abandoned
on a desolate country road under the blazing
Texas sun on the outskirts of the city.
On this barren stretch of scrubland adjacent to railroad tracks, the perilous journey
north for dozens of undocumented migrants
-- many of them Mexican -- ended in the
back of a scorching tractor-trailer, nearly 150
miles north of the US border with Mexico.
In all, 53 people died in what one Homeland Security Investigations' agent called
the deadliest human smuggling incident in
US history. Some victims could be younger
than 18.
"This is nothing short of a horrific human
tragedy," said San Antonio Mayor Ron Nirenberg.
A local businessman described the back
road where the semitruck was abandoned as
"la boca del lobo" in Spanish, or "the mouth
of the wolf," because it is remote and pitch
black.
The road runs parallel to Interstate 35, a
major north-south route in the central United States for traffic and commerce from the
southern border. The interstate stretches
from Laredo, Texas, to Duluth, Minnesota,
near the Canadian border. From San Antonio, it meanders north to Austin, Waco, Fort
Worth and Dallas.
It's a route often exploited by smugglers at
a time when record numbers of migrants are
being intercepted at the US-Mexico border.
"This sheds light on how dangerous human smuggling is," said Craig Larrabee,
Homeland Security Investigations San Antonio acting special agent in charge.
"In the past, smuggling organizations
were mom-and-pop," Larrabee told CNN.
"Now, they are organized and tied in with the
cartels. So you have a criminal organization
who has no regard for the safety of the migrants. They are treated like commodities
rather than people."
A cry for help leads to 'stacks of bodies'
Just before 6 p.m. on Monday, a worker in
a nearby building heard a cry for help and
alerted local authorities to the abandoned
truck, according to San Antonio Police Chief
Bill McManus.
The doors to the hulking trailer were partially open when the worker arrived. Inside,
he saw the bodies, the chief said.
Forty-eight people were dead at the scene
and two died later at hospitals, said a federal
law enforcement official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
By Wednesday morning, the Bexar County
Medical Examiner's Office (BCMEO) said it
had received a total of 53 bodies.
They were migrants from Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and possibly El Salvador.

On a Texas road called 'the mouth of the wolf,' a semitruck packed with migrants was abandoned in the sweltering heat (Jordan Vonderhaar/
Getty Images).

One body was found outside the trailer.
Inside the truck there were at least 22 Mexicans and two Hondurans, the federal law
enforcement official said.
Seven Guatemalans were among the dead,
and another Guatemalan was in critical condition at a hospital, according to the nation's
foreign minister.
"We're not supposed to open up a truck
and see stacks of bodies in there," San Antonio Fire Chief Charles Hood said told reporters on Monday. "None of us come to work
imagining that."
Survivors, suffering from heat stroke,
were hot to the touch
These dangerous and sometimes fatal
human smuggling operations, transporting
people in crammed trailers and vans with
no air conditioning, are common along the
southern border.
In 2017, 10 migrants died and dozens were
injured from heat-related conditions in a
tractor-trailer discovered at a San Antonio
Walmart about three miles northeast of the
latest incident. The driver of the truck was
sentenced to life without parole in a federal
prison.
On Tuesday, San Antonio resident Angelita Olvera left two colorful crosses in honor of
the victims near the site of the latest tragedy.
"I didn't know them," she told CNN of the
victims. "They are sons, mothers, fathers
and grandchildren."
Temperatures in San Antonio on Monday
ranged from the high 90s to the low 100s.
Sixteen survivors -- 12 adults and four children -- were rushed to local hospitals. Suffering from heat stroke and exhaustion, the
patients were hot to the touch, according to
Hood. On Wednesday, 11 people were still in
local hospitals.
The trailer had no air conditioning. There
was no sign of water inside. It was unclear
how long the victims had been dead.

"They were still in there, awaiting help,
when we arrived ... meaning just being too
weak -- weakened state -- to actually get out
and help themselves," Hood said of the survivors.
Felipe Betancourt Jr., co-owner of a trucking company in Alamo, Texas, told CNN the
semitruck abandoned on Monday used the
same federal and state identifying numbers
as one of his vehicles. The truck in San Antonio is the same color as his red Volvo semi,
but is not owned by his firm.
Refrigerated semitrucks are insulated
and meant to keep the temperatures stable,
Betancourt said, but "if it's carrying something hot inside, it won't let the heat escape.
The temperatures can reach up to 125-130
degrees when the doors are shut."
On Monday, the truck went through a
checkpoint north of Laredo, Texas, according to US Rep. Henry Cuellar, a Democrat
whose sprawling district includes Laredo
and San Antonio.
Homeland security officials are investigating the deaths, along with local police.
Three people were taken into police custody away from the trailer, Chief McManus
said. They are believed to be part of the
smuggling conspiracy, according to ICE.
Two men, Juan Claudio D'Luna-Mendez
and Juan Francisco D'Luna-Bilbao, were
charged federally with "possession of a
weapon by an alien illegally in the United
States" in connection with the incident, according to criminal complaints filed Monday
in US District Court for the Western District
of Texas. It is unclear if the two men charged
are among the three people detained earlier.
Investigators at the scene traced the Texas
registration plate on the semitruck and to a
residence in San Antonio, the affidavit said.
The suspects were arrested during traffic
stops after leaving the residence, according
to the complaints, and numerous weapons
were recovered in a car and truck driven by
the suspects.

'Brothers and sisters who died following
their hope of a better life'
The victims were 40 males and 13 females.
Some of them could be under 18 years
old, according to Tom Peine, a Bexar County
spokesman.
So far, the medical examiner's office has
potentially identified 37 people, BCMEO said
in a statement Wednesday. Medical examiners in neighboring counties were assisting
due to the number of victims.
Some victims had one photo ID while others had multiple IDs or none, complicating
the identification process, Peine said.
Consular officials from Mexico, Guatemala and Honduras also vowed to help identify victims and assist survivors. The medical
examiner was also in touch with the consulate of El Salvador though the nationalities of
the victims are still being determined, Peine
said.
"Far too many lives have been lost as individuals -- including families, women, and
children -- take this dangerous journey,"
Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro
Mayorkas said on social media.
The Biden administration earlier this
month launched what Mayorkas called an
"unprecedented" operation to disrupt human smuggling networks amid soaring
numbers of migrants at the southern border.
President Joe Biden described Monday's
discovery as "horrifying and heartbreaking."
"Exploiting vulnerable individuals for
profit is shameful, as is political grandstanding around tragedy, and my administration
will continue to do everything possible to
stop human smugglers and traffickers from
taking advantage of people who are seeking
to enter the United States between ports of
entry," Biden said.
Pope Francis, via Twitter, urged prayers
"for these brothers and sisters who died following their hope of a better life."
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R. Kelly sentenced to 30 years in prison for federal
racketeering and sex trafficking charges
BY SONIA MOGHE AND
DAKIN ANDONE, CNN
(CNN) -- Disgraced R&B singer R. Kelly
was sentenced to 30 years in prison Wednesday, according to the US Attorney's Office for
the Eastern District of New York, following his
conviction last year on federal racketeering
and sex trafficking charges stemming from his
efforts over years to use his fame to ensnare
victims he sexually abused.
Prosecutors had asked the judge to sentence
Kelly, 55, to more than 25 years behind bars,
while his defense attorneys asked for 10 or
fewer, saying prosecutors' request was "tantamount to a life sentence."
Survivors of Kelly's abuse held hands and
prayed as US District Court Judge Ann Donnelly began reading his sentence. Kelly -- who
wore a tan prison uniform, dark-rimmed glasses and a black mask at the hearing in federal
court in Brooklyn -- showed no emotion.
"You left in your wake a trail of broken lives,"
Donnelly told Kelly, whose full name is Robert
Sylvester Kelly.
In deciding the sentence, Donnelly said she
considered Kelly's own traumatic childhood,
during which his attorneys said he was repeatedly sexually abused by a family member and
a landlord.
"It may explain, at least in part, what led to
your behavior," the judge said. "It most surely
is not an excuse."
A jury convicted Kelly last September on
nine counts, including one charge of racketeering and eight counts of violations of the
Mann Act, a sex trafficking law. Prosecutors
from the Eastern District of New York accused
Kelly of using his status as a celebrity and a
"network of people at his disposal to target
girls, boys and young women for his own sexual gratification."
The five-week federal trial in Brooklyn included testimony from witnesses who said
they were sexually and physically abused by
Kelly. The court also heard from people involved with orchestrating the disgraced R&B
singer's 1994 marriage to the late singer Aaliyah when she was just 15 years old and he was
an adult after she believed she'd gotten pregnant.
Kelly's attorney, Jennifer Bonjean, said he
would not address the court, pointing to the
other criminal case faced by Kelly, but said before the sentence was read that her client "rejects that he is this monster."
"He accepts that he is a flawed individual,"
Bonjean said, "but he is not this one-dimensional monster that the government has portrayed and the media has portrayed."
Kelly made his only comment in response to
the judge after Bonjean said he wouldn't speak:
"Yes, your honor, that's my wish."
Prior to sentencing, the court heard impact

SUPPORT FOR THE SINGER

Grammy-winning R&B star R. Kelly leaves the Cook County courthouse after a hearing on
multiple counts of criminal sexual abuse case, in Chicago, Illinois, U.S. March 22, 2019 (REUTERS/Kamil Krzaczynski/File Photo).

statements from seven of Kelly's victims, including Jane Doe 2, who testified at trial.
"It's been 23 years since we knew each other,
and you've victimized a lot of girls since then,"
she said, addressing Kelly. She later added:
"Now it's your turn to have your freedom taken
from you."
"No one can undo the harm that has been
done to these victims," attorney Gloria Allred,
who represented three victims who testified,
told reporters Wednesday outside court. "But
at least it's time for Mr. Kelly to be accountable."
Defense attorneys and prosecutors argued
Wednesday in court over whether Kelly even
could pay a fine. The defense said he is "pretty
close to indigent" and could not. Prosecutors
disagreed, saying money from the sale of some
of his music rights and millions of dollars in
royalties held by Sony could cover any fine.
In the nine months since his conviction,
Kelly has replaced his entire legal team with
Bonjean and her firm. Bonjean is the attorney
who helped Bill Cosby get his sexual assault
conviction overturned and also represented
Cosby in a civil case he lost this month at trial.
"We were prepared for it," Bonjean said of
the sentence outside the court. "We are now
prepared to fight this appeal."
Kelly is being held at a federal detention facility in Brooklyn and is expected to be moved
back to Chicago, where he faces another federal trial in August on child pornography and
obstruction charges.
CHILDHOOD TRAUMA REVEALED

In over 14 hours of interviews with psychiatrist experts, Kelly said his closest relationship
growing up was with his mother. His earliest

memories were watching his mom perform
as a singer in a band called "Six Pack," and he
would often accompany her to McDonald's
where she would drink coffee and they would
share a pastry.
Kelly had never met his father and described
his mother's death as the most tragic event of
his life, saying he would go to McDonald's frequently to smell the coffee and remember her,
according to a letter filed by Renee Sorrentino,
a clinical assistant professor at Harvard Medical School.
"To me, the 'M' stands for mom. Going to
McDonald's is always being around my mother," Kelly said.
But his childhood was also marked by trauma.
Kelly saw a childhood sweetheart drown
when he was a little boy. And people interviewed by psychiatrist experts say Kelly was
repeatedly sexually abused beginning when
he was a 6 or 7-year-old boy, his attorney wrote,
saying he was abused by his older sister and
also a landlord, at times on a "weekly basis."
Sorrentino said in her letter Kelly's childhood sexual abuse may have contributed to
his "hypersexuality," or difficulty controlling
sexual urges, and believes it was a factor in his
criminal convictions.
While Kelly was convicted of sexual exploitation of a child, Sorrentino refused to diagnose Kelly with pedophilia because he told
her his "sexual behavior has never involved
prepubescent individuals," she said.
Faith, another woman who testified at Kelly's trial, countered that defense argument
Wednesday in her victim impact statement,
saying her own father had also been sexually
abused as a child but "never molested me."

Among the letters that asked for a shorter
sentence for Kelly was one written by Diana
Copeland, Kelly's former assistant who testified as a government witness and said she
wrote a letter in support of Kelly because it was
the "right thing to do."
"God doesn't want us to throw humans
away," Copeland wrote. "If we have the audacity to care for the perpetrators as well as the victims, we can all rise."
Joycelyn Savage, who was considered a victim of Kelly's by prosecutors, also remains a
supporter.
"Robert and I are deeply in love and it breaks
my heart that the government has created
a narrative that I'm a victim," Savage wrote.
"I'm a grown woman, and can speak for myself
which is why I wanted to provide this letter to
the court."
In her letter, Savage revealed she is now engaged to Kelly.
PROSECUTORS FACED THREATS

Ahead of the sentencing, a Chicago man
who had attended Kelly's trial in Brooklyn
was arrested and charged for making threats
against the three US attorneys who prosecuted
Kelly, a copy of his arrest warrant shows.
Christopher Gunn was arrested Saturday for
allegedly posting threats to kill or seriously injure the female prosecutors.
According to the arrest warrant, Gunn
posted video to his YouTube channel in October, shortly after Kelly was found guilty, that
showed an image of the US Attorney's Office
for the Eastern District of New York where the
women work. Prosecutors believe a voice narrating the video is Gunn's, and he says, "That's
where they at. That's where they work at ...
We're going to storm the office," saying each of
the three prosecutors' names.
"If you ain't got the stomach for the sh*t we
'bout to do, I'm asking that you just bail out," he
allegedly said in the video.
Prosecutors also analyzed a CashApp account linked to Gunn that shows multiple
transactions from February 26, 2021, to June
1 that indicate Gunn "engaged in the sale of
firearm ammunition in relation to the Kelly matter," they said. Transactions included
payments for $20 with descriptions saying "30
rounds.. free R kelly." CNN has reached out to
an attorney for Kelly for comment.
Prosecutors believe Gunn was planning to
attend Kelly's sentencing on Wednesday after
he posted another video saying he had a "spot"
for supporters to meet up near the courthouse.
CNN has reached out to an attorney for
Gunn, who is expected to have a detention
hearing Wednesday.
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2 Chainz performs at SiriusXM Small Stage Series
BY CAYLIN CARTER

T

auheed Epps, better
known as Atlanta
rapper 2 Chainz, performed a special concert at Terminal West
on June 17. The event was hosted
by SiriusXM’s Small Stage Series.
This series is a group of small
venue concerts held all over the
United States that bring SiriusXM
subscribers closer to their favorite
artists, comedians and entertainers. 2 Chainz performed a series of
his hits to commemorate the fifth
anniversary of his album “Pretty
Girls Like Trap Music.” He performed hits such as “No Lie” and
“All Me,” while giving the audience insight as to how the songs
were made and his journey within
the music industry.
2 Chainz even discussed how
the song “No Lie” started from a
lie he told Drake, in an attempt to

2 Chainz performs at Pimlico Race Course, Saturday, May 15, 2021, in Baltimore. (AP Photo/Will Newton).

work with the Grammy-winning
rapper on a new song. 2 Chainz
pitched the idea of a collaboration with Drake on a song that
he had not yet created. As a result, he had to rush to the studio
that night to create something for
Drake to consider. 2 Chainz was
also joined on stage by DJ E Sudd
and internet sensation drummer
Timothy Fletcher. The set design
of the stage included the wheelchair that 2 Chainz used during
his Pretty Girls Like Trap music
tour because of a leg injury. The
evening’s events allowed the rapper to pay homage to his certified
gold album. At the end of the
event, each guest was presented
with a 2 Chainz SiriusXM T-shirt
and the infamous pink “TRAP”
T-shirt. 2 Chainz is currently on
tour, but will return to Atlanta
for the HOT 107.9 Birthday Bash
event on July 17.
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The Atlanta Hawks, UPS and Goodr team up to provide ‘Books and Bites’
BY CRAIG ALLEN BROWN
Managing Editor, The Atlanta Voice
Report for America

O

n Friday, the Atlanta Hawks joined with
UPS, the team’s delivery and logistics
partner, and Goodr,
an Atlanta-based social impact
startup leveraging technology to
reduce food waste and end hunger, to provide a one-week supply
of easy-to-prepare groceries and
age-appropriate books to over 300
families in Fulton County. The donation provided students and their
families with nutritious meals and
reading options for the summer,
when those resources have proven
more difficult to come by for some
families.
Hawks
players
Chaundee
Brown Jr. and Sharife Cooper assisted with the donations, as did
team mascot Harry the Hawk and
the ATL Hawks Dancers.
“We are grateful to UPS in joining us in this effort to fight local food insecurity,” said Hawks
Vice President of Corporate Social Responsibility Andrea Carter.
“Coming together with Goodr for

Individuals from the Atlanta Hawks, UPS and Goodr teamed up to provide free books and food for Fulton
County Families (photo by Kat Goduco/The Atlanta Hawks).

‘Books and Bites’ and finding meaningful ways to engage underserved
families speaks to our values as an
organization and what it means to
be ‘True To Atlanta.’”
On location in the parking lot of
Greenbriar Mall, executives and
volunteers from the Hawks organization and UPS packed and dis-

tributed free books and groceries.
These meals included kids’ snacks,
fruits,
beverages,
ready-made
meals and more.
Along with the donations, the
event featured a bounce house,
book reading area, tailgate activities, a snack area, balloon art, face
painting, and a dental and vision

assessment. Executives in Human
Resources from UPS also spoke to
participating families about job
openings.
“Goodr is always honored to partner with the Atlanta Hawks and UPS
to support underserved Atlantans,”
Goodr Founder and CEO Jasmine
Crowe said. “Feeding both body

and mind is important. This means
that the impact of ‘Books and Bites’
will last beyond just the meals provided for the families involved.”
This past November, the Atlanta
Hawks and UPS provided Thanksgiving Day essentials to more than
350 families in Clayton County. The
event featured Hawks head coach
Nate McMillan, assistant coach Joe
Prunty and Hawks players Clint
Capela and Jalen Johnson, who
were joined by UPS employees and
volunteers to pack and distribute
free groceries in time for the holiday. In December, the Hawks announced Jasmine Crowe, founder
and CEO of Goodr as a recipient of
the ‘Forever 404 Honors presented
by Sharecare.’
Goodr is built on the principle
that food insecurity is not an issue
of scarcity; it's a matter of logistics.
Goodr offers a variety of Hunger
Relief and Food Waste Solutions,
which include Surplus Food Recovery, Pop-Up Grocery Markets,
and more. The company has served
nearly 30 million meals to those in
need and redirected nearly 5 million pounds of organic material
away from landfills.

SPORTS

Hawks acquire All-Star guard Dejounte Murray for Gallinari and 3 first-round picks
BY CRAIG ALLEN BROWN
Managing Editor, The Atlanta Voice
Report for America
In a report by the Associated Pres and
ESPN, the Atlanta Hawks are trading forward
Danilo Gallinari and three future first-round
picks to the San Antonio Spurs for All-Star
guard Dejounte Murray. ESPN’s Adrian Wojnarowski reported this trade on Wednesday.
The Hawks will provide the San Antonio
Spurs with first-round picks in 2023 (via the
Charlotte Hornets), 2025 and 2027. According to ESPN’s Zach Lowe, the 2025 and 2027
draft picks are unprotected, meaning no
matter where Atlanta falls in the first round
of the NBA draft in 2025 and 2027, there are
no safeguards that would allow the Hawks to
retain those picks.
The trade will give the Hawks an All-Star
backcourt, pairing Murray with two-time AllStar Trae Young. According to Elias Sports
Bureau, Murray and Young will be the first
pair of teammates in NBA history who each
averaged 20 points and 8 assists per game in
the previous season.
In Murray, the Hawks are inheriting a 25year old, 6’4” guard, who nearly averaged
a triple-double last year; he racked up 21
points, 8 rebounds and 9 assists per game

last season.
Via, Twitter, Murray thanked the city of
San Antonio for its support during his first
five seasons in the NBA:
“SAN ANTONIO I LOVE YOU FOREVER…..
Thank You @spurs And The Whole City For
Believing In Me And Embracing Me From
DAY ONE. I Want To Write A Whole Book But
It’s Not Easy. We Are Family And Its Always
Going To Be Bigger Than Basketball!!!”
The acquisition of Murray supports Hawks
owner Tony Ressler’s idea of being more assertive in ensuring the team has the right
pieces to compete at a high level. After making it to the Eastern Conference Championship and falling only two games short of the
NBA Finals in 2021, the Hawks were eliminated in the first-round this year by the Miami Heat.
Murray is scheduled to make $16.6 million
next season and will be an unrestricted free
agent in 2024.
Gallinari, 33, averaged 11.7 points, 4.7 rebounds and 1.5 assists in 66 games last season, his second with the Hawks.

San Antonio Spurs guard Dejounte Murray works against the Dallas Mavericks during an
NBA basketball game, Sunday, April 10, 2022, in Dallas. (AP Photo/Tony Gutierrez)
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Arts & Entertainment Calendar

(Events may change without notice. Promoters are requiring health checks in order to attend. Check with the venue or Ticketmaster or
Live Nation for updates. Health Check requires
proof of vaccination or recent COVID test. See
the full schedule at The Atlanta Voice.com)

PERFORMANCES
wNothing But Soul Tour - “Stylistics Revue”, “Dells Revue”/ Persuaders - July 1, 7
p.m. Mable House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd
RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
KRS-One, July 2, 7 p.m. Mable House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-8197765.
New Kids on the Block/Salt-N-Pepa/Rick
Astley/En Vogue - July 7, 7:30 p.m. State Farm
Arena, 1 State Farm Drive, Atlanta. Statefarmarena.com. Ticketmaster.com.
Jon B - July 8, 7:30 p.m. City Winery, Ponce
City Market, Atlanta.
Boney James/Norman Brown - July 9, 7
p.m. Mable House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd
RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
Maze/The Isley Brothers - July 9, 8 p.m.
Cadence Bank Amphitheatre at Chastain Park,
Atlanta.
Brian McKnight - July 9, 7 p.m. Mable
House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mable-

ton. 770-819-7765.
Denise Williams/Ann Nesby/Milira - July
9, 8 p.m. Center Stage Theater, Atlanta
Hanson - July 16, 8 p.m. The Eastern, 777
Memorial Drive, Building C, Atlanta 30316
Josh Groban - July 16, 8 p.m. Cadence Bank
Amphitheatre at Chastain Park, Atlanta.
Dwele - July 16, 8 p.m. Center Stage Theater,
Atlanta
Avant - July 16, 7 p.m. Mable House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-8197765.
Sheryl Crow - July 19, 8 p.m. Cadence Bank
Amphitheatre at Chastain Park, Atlanta.
WWE Friday Night Smackdown - July 29,
7:45 p.m. State Farm Arena. Atlanta
Kendrick Lamar - July 30, 7:30 p.m.State
Farm Arena. Atlanta
Jeffery Osborne - July 30, 7 p.m. Mable
House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
Chris Rock - July 29, 8 p.m.(Sold out.) July
30, 8 p.m. Fox Theatre. Atlanta.
Jonathan Butler - Aug. 6, 7 p.m. Mable
House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
O’Jays/Gladys Knight/El Debarge - Aug. 6,
7:30 p.m. Lakewood Amphitheatre, Atlanta
Tim Allen - Aug. 6, 8 p.m. 7 p.m Cobb Ener-

gy Performance Arts Centre, 2800 Cobb Galleria Parkway, Atlanta
Red Hot Chili Peppers - Aug. 10, 6:30 p.m.
Truist Park. Cobb Parkway, Cobb County.
David Gray - Aug. 10, 8 p.m. Cadence Bank
Amphitheatre at Chastain Park, Atlanta.
Chris Brown/Lil Baby - Aug. 10, 7 p.m.
Lakewood Amphitheater. Atlanta.
The Weeknd - Aug. 11, 6:30 p.m. Mercedes
Benz Stadium, 441 M.L.K. Jr Dr NW, Atlanta
Australian Pink Floyd Show - Aug. 19, 8
p.m. Cadence Bank Amphitheatre at Chastain
Park, Atlanta.
An Evening of Soul - Aug. 20, 7 p.m. Mable
House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
Santana/Earth, Wind & Fire - Aug. 24, 7
p.m. Cellairis Amphitheater at Lakewood. Atlanta.
Damien Escobar - Aug. 27, 7 p.m. Mable
House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
Motown’s Greatest Hits - Aug. 28, 7 p.m.
Mable House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD.,
Mableton. 770-819-7765.
Rod Stewart/Cheap Trick - Aug. 30, 7:30
p.m. Cellairis Amphitheater at Lakewood. Atlanta.

Anthony Hamilton - Sept. 3, 7 p.m. Cadence
Bank Amphitheatre at Chastain Park, Atlanta.
Jungle - Sept 6, 8 p.m. The Eastern, 777 Memorial Drive, Building C, Atlanta 30316
Kevin Hart - Sept. 9, 7 p.m., State Farm Arena. Atlanta.
Rick Braun - Sept. 10, 7 p.m. Mable House
Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770819-7765.
Amy Schumer - Sept. 11, 7 p.m. Coca-Cola
Roxy Theater, 800 Battery Ave SE, Atlanta,
Silk - Sept. 17, 7 p.m. Mable House Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-819-7765.
Elton John, The Final Tour. Sept. 22, 8 p.m.
Mercedes Benz Stadium, Atlanta.
Nas/Wu Tang Clan - Sept. 22, 7 p.m. Aarons
Amphitheatre at Lakewood, 2002 Lakewood
Way, Atlanta
Alicia Keys - Sept. 23, 8 p.m. Cadence Bank
Amphitheatre at Chastain Park, Atlanta.
Karol G/Aguidelo888 - Sept. 27, State Farm
Arena. Atlanta
Larry Carlton - Oct. 1, 7 p.m. Center Stage
Theater, Atlanta
Kirk Whalum, Oct. 1, 7 p.m. Mable House
Amphitheater, 5239 Floyd RD., Mableton. 770-

See the FULL SCHEDULE at
https://theatlantavoice.com

STILL BLUE.
THE REST IS NEW.
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It’s a Life Death Life Thing After All, Now Isn’t It

W
BY JAMES A.
WASHINGTON

The Atlanta Voice

hen you add the
specter of death
to faith, then as
Christians
we
know the two are
inextricably linked. Death holds a peculiar place in all this.
Fundamental in this regard is that
one must die spiritually and be reborn
in the reality that Jesus overcame
death, died on the cross and rose
again in order for us to access eternal
life as it was designed by the Father.
You see this whole life death life
thing can be confusing, which is exactly where faith comes in.
Faith requires an understanding
and then behavior that is consistent
with that understanding.
Physical life and death are but a
part of a process, one element of spiritual eternity. To some believers, this
can be confusing enough. To the nonbeliever, it can be an impossible barrier to overcome. For those who claim
faith in the reality of Christ, facts are
based on faith and not necessarily
sight.
That’s why the events and happenings in the real world can be distorted
by the events and happenings in the
faith-based existence of Christians.
Death is one of those distortions.

Do something good for someone
else today simply because you can.
To the believer, death is life on
many different levels. It is neither the
beginning nor the end of anything but
the continuation of an existence that
has always been there.
Now faith comes upon all of us at
different times and in different ways.
But it always demands action from us.
If you have faith that when you turn
on a light switch electricity will power
the bulb and illuminate a room, then
your expectation and actions (rooted
in faith) are different from someone
who has no faith in electricity.
If you have faith in God, then your
view of death by definition will be
totally different from someone who
doesn’t. It doesn’t make our anticipation of death any easier because real
physical death is still an unknown
adventure. I’m only bringing this up
because I’ve had to look again at my
faith as it relates to death.
I’m at an age where I’m as likely to
hear about someone younger than me
who has passed as I am someone old-

er. Older relatives don’t have as much
time as they once did to be in my life.
I must say it has given me pause to
ponder my own mortality in the face
of my faith that should embrace my
own immortality.
We are supposed to walk by faith
and not by sight. To do so demands
a perspective, that recognizes a yet
to be experienced consciousness that
was the foundation for the teachings
of Christ. The achievement of salvation and eternal life requires faith and
action today.
Therefore, I must begin my quest
anew each and every day. I must accept my faith anew each and every
day. I must continue my journey anew
each and every day. I have no choice.
Faith demands that the reality of
my own physical death not deter me
from the path of trying to live this life
according to principles laid down in
the teachings of Christ.
Some of that starts with the knowledge that death is merely a by-prod-

uct of the process of gaining eternal
life and physical life as we know it is
but a temporary gig. What you and I
go through every day is essential to
completing the eternal life cycle.
Faith, therefore, is tested every day.
Once established within you, then
you operate by a different set of facts.
Through faith, we actually believe all
things are possible because God is
certainly capable of doing anything.
That includes overcoming death.
Death then is a step closer to God.
In many cultures in the world, death
is cause for a celebration and that is as
it should be for all Christians.
“Do not be afraid of what you are
about to suffer. I tell you the devil will
put some of you in prison to test you,
and you will suffer persecution for ten
days. Be faithful even to the point of
death, and I will give you the crown of
life. He, who has an ear, let him hear
what the Spirit says to the churches.
He who overcomes will not be hurt at
all by the second death.” (Revelation
2:10-11)
For all things, the answer never
changes and the truth never waivers.
Have faith in God, I can’t explain it
any better than that.
May God bless and keep you always.

OPINION

Being Rich Is Not as Simple as Working Hard
BY OSEYE BOYD
Chances are if you’re reading this, you’re
not included in the 0.00001% of the richest
Americans. Not to rehash an old column, but
I need to provide context. You may be doing
“well,” but there’s a good chance you’re not
even in the 90th to 99th percentile of income
distribution, which is comprised of Americans who earn $120,000 to $425,000 a year
after taxes. Many of us reside in the bottom
90%, and while we may experience income
increases, it’s where we’ll reside for all of our
lives.
This isn’t the racial wealth gap I’ve written
about before. This is a wealth gap that affects all Americans. National Urban League
President and CEO Marc Morial, in the organization’s annual State of Black America report, wrote about the Pulse of Black America
survey. It found Black and white Americans
have vastly different views on the wealth gap
and economic disparities that affect Black
Americans.
This wasn’t surprising, but it’s good to

have the data to back up anecdotal evidence,
and this survey provided that. According to
the survey, A majority of Black respondents,
agreed with the statement, Wealth inequality between Black and white Americans is a
cycle that creates never-ending economic
disparity, no matter how hard an individual
works.
Not so if you work harder, said white respondents: “But an even larger majority of
white respondents, 71%, agreed with the
statement, ‘Wealth inequality between Black
and white Americans can be overcome, but
it’s up to individual people to change their
circumstances.
When I read that statement, I immediately wondered if it was that easy why haven’t
white Americans overcome their circumstances to become billionaires? Why are so
many in the bottom 90%?
Because it’s not so easy to overcome circumstances you’re born into. How many
white people think they’re not billionaires

because they don’t work hard enough?
I’m willing to bet money — the billions I
don’t have — that white people think
they work pretty hard. Black people are
blamed for their circumstances. We’re poor
because we’re lazy, and if we just work harder,
don’t buy Jordans or weaves, we can change
our circumstances and become rich one day.
The thinking implies that Black people don’t
believe in personal accountability, and all we
need to do is adopt the boot-strap mentality.
The thinking also implies that white people are better off than they really are. If it
was as simple as working hard, wouldn’t
more white people be among the uber rich,
hanging out with Elon Musk and Mark Zuckerberg?
The fallacy that most Americans have fallen for is it’s about work — hard work.
But what is hard work? Depends on who
you ask. It’s not about how hard someone
works, but it’s about the value we assign
to that work. A certified nursing assistant

(CNA) works hard. It’s a physically demanding job — and it’s an important one — but
you wouldn’t know it by the compensation.
Poor people work hard.
Our disdain for poverty and our inability
to acknowledge institutional racism allows
us to blame individuals for their lack of “success” when it suits our narrative. It’s easy for
white people to say Black people can change
their circumstances because there’s a lack
of historical knowledge of how those circumstances came to be for white people and
Black people.
I call them excuses because that’s what
those valid reasons are called when offered
by Black people. If your parents didn’t leave
you a trust fund and stocks worth millions
of dollars, how can you be expected to grow
that money to one day be as rich as Musk? He
was born into wealth.
Getting rich isn’t as simple as just working
hard. It’s not about work ethic. It’s about a
system that is built and thrives on inequality.
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The Atlanta Voice wins 7 awards at the annual NNPA
conference
BY CRAIG ALLEN BROWN
Managing Editor, The Atlanta Voice
Report for America

At the 2022 National
Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA) Fund’s
Messenger Awards, the Atlanta Voice’s content was
recognized by seven awards,
including three awards for
best content in category.
The award ceremony took
place on June 24 in New Orleans, as part of the NNPA’s
salutation of the 195th anniversary of the Black Press of
America.
The Atlanta Voice won
awards in the following categories:
1st Place for Facebook Campaign – “Election
Central” - Staff
2nd Place for Instagram – “Giving Tuesday”
video - Staff
3rd Place for Social
Justice – “Getting into Good
Trouble for Voting” –
Bria Suggs
3rd Place for Original Photography – “Support
Grows for Arbery” –
Bria Suggs,
Madeline
Thigpen & Alexis Grace
1st Place for Sports – “The
First Five Honored” –

Itoro Umontuen & Darius
Goodman
2nd Place for Youth & Children – “Female Duo Win
Harvard’s International Debate Competition –
Madeline Thigpen
1st Place for Video Campaign – “Be The Voice, Read
The Voice” –
Trarell Torrence
Thigpen, an education reporter for The Atlanta Voice
and corps member of Report
for America, was especially
grateful to be recognized by
an association as revered as
the NNPA.
“I’m proud to be recognized by the NNPA for my
reporting,” Thigpen said.
“My story about the Harvard
Debate Council Diversity
Project was special because
I appreciate the platform
of being able to write about
stories of success within the
Black community.
“Members of the Black
press are often overlooked,
which is why it’s so important that we champion one
another.”

Alexis Grace

Bria Suggs

Madeline Thigpen

Itoro Umontuen
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CLASSIFIEDS

SENIORS
SENIOR (62+) HOUSING
Now accepting Applications!
Spacious 1-Bedroom
Rent Based on Monthly Income
Amenities & Convenient to Marta

SENIOR (62+)

SENIOR (62+) HOUSING
Now accepting Applications!
Spacious 1-Bedroom
Rent Based on Monthly Income
Amenities & Convenient to Marta

Spacious 1-Bedroom Affordable!
Call for detailed infor Rent Based on Annual Income Call for detailed infor
(404) 586-9098
Amenities, Great Location, (404) 586-9098
and Convenient to Marta
Please call for detailed information

(404) 586-9098
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